All-In-One Charger

Power for Every Getaway™

Energizer has combined the most needed functions into one easy-to-use All-In-One Charger for every getaway. It features an air compressor, power-inverter and jumpstarter. Jumpstarting a car is as easy as 1-2-3 (check battery, attach clamps, jump) and doesn’t require a second vehicle. It’s also the ideal solution for on-the-go power needs because it can power up 12V accessories (great in a power outage), and is the device you can count on to inflate tires as needed. The ergonomic and color-coded design makes it easy to handle and identify all features, for quick and easy access to air, power or a jump.

Features

**AIR**
- 250 PSI internal air compressor capable of inflating an automobile tire in 10 minutes
- Pressure gauge and ON/OFF switch on outside
- Compressor is thermally protected from overheating
- Strong, fabric-covered output hose with clamp-on valve stem coupler

**JUMP**
- 12V, 18Ah sealed lead-acid battery capable of delivering 400 CA
- Large, easy-to-use ON/OFF rotary switch to prevent sparking
- 4 gauge cables, 29” reach
- Battery status indicator to signify the charge-state of the internal battery
- Heavy duty, 400A insulated metal battery clamps
- Shorted clamps audio alarm
- Reverse polarity audio alarm

**POWER**
- Two 12V DC power sockets for powering 12V accessories; protected with a 30A manual-reset circuit breaker
- Ergonomic handle; doubles as protective housing for docked clamps
- 12V 1 amp internal battery charger
- Two-stage charger allows for charger to be connected to wall outlet indefinitely
- The internal battery can be maintained at a full charge at all times
- 200 watt, DC/AC internal power inverter; ON/OFF switch and AC power outlet; fan-cooled

Distribution/Availability:
MSRP: $149.99
Jumpstarter 200 & 400

*JUMPSTARTER 200 and 400*

A lot of power and piece-of-mind are wrapped up in these compact, portable jumpstarters. User-friendly features make it easy to rev up cars or boats, so they’re a must-have to keep in the everyday vehicle safety kit. The rugged polypropylene case and ergonomic handle – which houses and protects the clamps – also make these the ideal choice for excursions off the beaten path.

**Jumpstarter 200**
- 12Ah battery delivers 200CA
- Rugged polypropylene case
- Ergonomic handle; doubles as protective housing for docked clamps
- Low center-of-gravity for stability during use
- 6 gauge cables, 19” reach
- Heavy duty, 400A insulated metal battery clamps
- Two-stage internal charger allows jumpstarter to remain connected to wall outlet indefinitely; keeping internal battery charged at all times
- Easy-to-operate ON/OFF switch to prevent sparking
- 12 V DC socket for operating accessories; protected by 15A circuit breaker

**Jumpstarter 400**
- Large sealed lead-acid battery providing 400CA
- Rugged polypropylene case
- Ergonomic handle; doubles as protective housing for docked clamps
- Low center-of-gravity for stability during use
- 4 gauge cables, 29” reach
- Heavy duty, 400A insulated metal battery clamps
- Two-stage internal charger allows jumpstarter to remain connected to wall outlet indefinitely; keeping internal battery charged at all times
- Reverse-polarity audio alarm
- Internal battery charge-state indicator
- Internal battery charging indicator
- 12 V DC socket for operating accessories; protected by 30A circuit breaker
- Convenient inverter docking feature for optional Energizer® 200w inverter sold separately

**Distribution/Availability:**
MSRP: $89.99 (200), $99.99 (400)